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Abstract. The human visual system is able to correctly determine the
color of objects in view irrespective of the illuminant. This ability to
compute color constant descriptors is known as color constancy. We have
developed a parallel algorithm for color constancy. This algorithm is
based on the computation of local space average color using a grid of
processing elements. We have one processing element per image pixel.
Each processing element has access to the data stored in neighboring
elements. Local space average color is used to shift the color of the input
pixel in the direction of the gray vector. The computations are executed
inside the unit color cube. The color of the input pixel as well as local
space average color is simply a vector inside this Euclidean space. We
compute the component of local space average color which is orthogonal
to the gray vector. This component is subtracted from the color of the
input pixel to compute a color corrected image. Before performing the
color correction step we can also normalize both colors. In this case, the
resulting color is rescaled to the original intensity of the input color such
that the image brightness remains unchanged.

1 Motivation

The human visual system is able to correctly determine the color of objects
irrespective of the light which illuminates the objects. For instance, if we are
in a room illuminated with yellow lights, we are nevertheless able to determine
the correct color of the objects inside the room. If the room has a white wall,
it will reflect more red and green light compared to the light reflected in the
blue spectrum. Still, we are able to determine that the color of the wall is white.
However, if we take a photograph of the wall, it will look yellow. This occurs
because a camera measures the light reflected by the object. The light reflected
by the object can be approximated as being proportional to the amount of light
illuminating the object and the reflectance of the object for any given wavelength.
The reflectance of the object specifies the percentage of the incident light which
is reflected by the object’s surface. The human visual system is somehow able to
discount the illuminant and to calculate color constant descriptors if the scene
is sufficiently complex. This ability is called color constancy. In other words, the
human visual system is able to estimate the actual reflectance, i.e. the color of
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the object. The perceived color stays constant irrespective of the illuminant used
to illuminate the scene.

Land, a pioneer in color constancy research, has developed the retinex the-
ory [1,2]. Others have added to this research and have proposed variants of the
retinex theory [3,4,5,6,7,8]. Algorithms for color constancy include gamut-con-
straint methods [9,10,11], perspective color constancy [12], color by correlation
[13,14], the gray world assumption [15,16], recovery of basis function coefficients
[17,18,19], mechanisms of light adaptation coupled with eye movements [20], neu-
ral networks [21,22,23,24,25,26], minimization of an energy function [27], com-
prehensive color normalization [28], committee-based methods which combine
the output of several different color constancy algorithms [29] or use of genetic
programming [30]. Risson [31] describes a method to determine the illuminant by
image segmentation and filtering of regions which do not agree with an assumed
color model.

We have developed a parallel algorithm for color constancy [32,33,34]. The
algorithm computes local space average color using a parallel grid of processing
elements. Note that local space average color is not the same as global space
average color. Global space average color assumes a single illuminant. In contrast,
we do not assume a uniform illumination of the scene. Local space average color
is taken as an estimate of the illuminant for each image pixel. This estimate
of the illuminant is then used to perform a local color correction step for each
image pixel.
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Fig. 1. RGB color space. The space is defined by the three vectors r (red), g (green),
and b (blue). The gray vector w passes through the center of the cube from black to
white.
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2 RGB Color Space

Let us visualize the space of possible colors as a color cube [35,36] and let r =
[1, 0, 0]T , g = [0, 1, 0]T , b = [0, 0, 1]T be the three color vectors red, green and
blue, which define the cube. The color components are normalized to the range
[0, 1]. Therefore, all colors are located inside the unit cube. The eight corners of
the cube can be labeled with the colors black, red, green, blue, magenta, cyan,
yellow, and white. The gray vector passes through the cube from [0, 0, 0]T to
[1, 1, 1]T . This RGB color space is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 2. Each processing element has access to information stored at neighboring pro-
cessing elements (left). A matrix of processing elements with one processing element
per pixel is used (right).

3 Parallel Computation of Local Space Average Color

The algorithm operates on a grid of processing elements. Each processing element
has access to the color of a single image pixel. It also has access to data stored
and computed by four neighboring processing elements (Figure 2). We have one
processing element per image pixel. The algorithm first determines local space
average color. Local space average color is calculated iteratively by averaging
estimates of the local space average color from neighboring elements. Let ai(x, y)
with i ∈ {r, g, b} be the current estimate of the local space average color of
channel i at position (x, y) in the image. Let ci(x, y) be the intensity of channel
i at position (x, y) in the image. Let p be a small percentage greater than zero.
We iterate the following two steps indefinitely.

1.) a′
i(x, y) = (ai(x − 1, y) + ai(x + 1, y) + ai(x, y − 1) + ai(x, y + 1))/4.0

2.) ai(x, y) = ci(x, y) · p + a′
i(x, y) · (1 − p)
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The first step averages the estimate obtained from the neighboring elements on
the left and right, as well as above and below. The second step slowly fades the
color of the current pixel ci(x, y) into the current average. As a result, we obtain
local space average color for each pixel of the image. Note that initialization
of ai can be arbitrary as it decays over time due to the multiplication by the
factor (1 − p). Figure 3 shows how local space average color is computed with
this method for an input image. Since the intensities are averaged for each color
channel, it is important that the input data is linear. If necessary, it must be
linearized by applying a gamma correction.

step 1 step 50 step 200

step 1000 step 5000 step 20000

Fig. 3. Local space average color is computed iteratively. The images show local space
average color after 1, 50, 200, 1000, 5000, and 20000 steps. For this image 22893 steps
were needed until convergence.

As the estimate of local space average color is handed from one element to
the next, it is multiplied with the factor (1−p). Therefore, a pixel located n steps
from the current pixel will only contribute with a factor of (1 − p)n to the new
estimate of local space average color. The above computation is equivalent to
the convolution of the input image with the function e− |r|

σ where r =
√

x2 + y2

is the distance from the current pixel and σ is a scaling factor. In this case, local
space average color a is given by

a = k

∫

x,y

ce− |r|
σ dxdy (1)

where k is chosen such that

k

∫

x,y

e− |r|
σ dxdy = 1. (2)
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Thus, the factor p essentially determines the radius over which local space av-
erage color is computed. Figure 4 shows the result for different values of p. In
practice, this type of computation can be performed using a resistive grid [7,25].

p=0.001 p=0.0005 p=0.0001

Fig. 4. The parameter p determines the extent over which local space average color
will be computed. If p is large, then local space average color will be computed for a
small area. If p is small, then local space average color will be computed for a large
area.

Alternatively, instead of using a convolution with e− |r|
σ to compute local

space average color, one can also compute space average color by convolving the
input image with a Gaussian. In this case, local space average color is given by

a = k

∫

x,y

ce− r2

σ2 dxdy (3)

where k is chosen such that

k

∫

x,y

e− r2

σ2 dxdy = 1. (4)

This type of convolution is used by Rahman et al. [8] to perform color correction
using several Gaussians of varying extent for each image pixel.

4 Color Constancy Using Color Shifts

According to the gray world hypothesis, on average, the color of the world is gray
[15,16]. If space average color deviates from gray, it has to be corrected. Instead
of rescaling the color channels, we use local space average color to shift the color
vector in the direction of the gray vector. The distance between space average
color and the gray vector determines how much local space average color deviates
from the assumption that, on average, the world is gray. Let w = 1√

3
[1, 1, 1]T be

the normalized gray vector. Let c = [cr, cg, cb]T be the color of the current pixel
and a = [ar, ag, ab]T be local space average color. We first project local space
average color onto the gray vector. The result is subtracted from local space
average color. This gives us a vector which is orthogonal to the gray vector. It
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points from the gray vector to the local space average color. Its length is equal
to the distance between local space average color and the gray vector.

a⊥ = a − (a · w)w (5)

This vector is subtracted from the color of the current pixel in order to undo the
color change due to the illuminant. The output color is calculated as

o = c − a⊥ (6)

or

oi = ci − ai +
1
3
(ar + ag + ab) (7)

where i ∈ {r, g, b}. If we define ā = 1
3 (ar + ag + ab), we have

oi = ci − ai + ā. (8)

This operation is visualized in Figure 5 for two vectors c and a.
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Fig. 5. First, the vector a is projected onto the white vector w. The projection is
subtracted from a which gives us a⊥, the component perpendicular to w. This vector
is subtracted from c to obtain a color corrected image.

The entire algorithm can be realized easily in hardware. The averaging oper-
ation can be realized using a resistive grid [7,25]. See Koosh [37] for a realization
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of analog computations in VLSI. We only require local connections. Therefore,
the algorithm is scalable to arbitrary image sizes.

Instead of subtracting the component of space average color which is orthog-
onal to the white vector, one can also normalize both colors first

â =
1

ar + ag + ab
[ar, ag, ab]T (9)

ĉ =
1

cr + cg + cb
[cr, cg, cb]T (10)

In this case, both space average color a and the color of the current pixel c are
projected onto to the HSI plane r + g + b = 1 [35,38]. We again calculate the
component of â which is orthogonal to the vector w.

â⊥ = â − (â · w)w (11)

This component is subtracted from the normalized color vector ĉ

ô = ĉ − â⊥ (12)

or

ôi = ĉi − âi +
1
3
. (13)

The normalized output is then scaled using the illuminance component of the
original pixel color.

oi = (cr + cg + cb)ôi (14)

= ci − (cr + cg + cb)(âi − 1
3
) (15)

= ci − cr + cg + cb

ar + ag + ab
(ai − 1

3
(ar + ag + ab)) (16)

= ci − c̄

ā
(ai − ā) (17)

The calculations needed for this algorithm are shown in Figure 6.

5 Results

Both algorithms were tested on a series of images where different lighting con-
ditions were used. Results for both algorithms are shown for an office scene in
Figure 7. The images in the top row show the input image. The images in the
second row show local space average color which was computed for each input
image. The images in the third row show the output images of the first algorithm.
In this case, the component of local space average color which is orthogonal to
the gray vector was subtracted from the color of the input pixel. The images
in the last row show the output images of the second algorithm. In this case,
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Fig. 6. First, the vectors c and a are projected onto the plane r + g + b = 1. The
corresponding points are ĉ and â respectively. Next, the vector â is projected onto the
white vector w. The projection is subtracted from â which gives us â⊥, the component
perpendicular to w. This vector is subtracted from ĉ and finally scaled back to the
original intensity to obtain a color corrected image.

local space average color and the color of the input pixel was normalized before
performing the color correction step.

The input images were taken with a standard SLR camera. A CD-ROM with
the images was produced when the film was developed. All three images show
a desk with some utensils. The first image is very blue due to blue curtains
which where closed at the time the image was taken. Sun was shining through
the curtains which produced the blue background illumination. For the second
input image a yellow light bulb was used to illuminate the room. Finally, the
desk lamp was switched on for the third image. Again, the blue background
illumination is caused by sunlight shining through the blue curtains. Note that
the output images are much closer to what a human observed would expect.

6 Discussion

In the following we discuss differences to other color constancy algorithms which
are related to the algorithm described in this contribution. The algorithms of
Horn [6,7], Land [2], Moore et al. [25] and Rahman et al. [8] do not accurately
reproduce human color perception. Helson [39] performed an extensive study
with human subjects. The subjects task was to name the perceived color of gray
stimuli which were illuminated with colored light. The stimuli were placed on a
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Input Images:

Local Space Average Color:

Results for Algorithm 1:

Results for Algorithm 2:

Fig. 7. Experimental results for an office scene. The first row of images show the input
images. The second row of images show local space average color. The third row shows
the output images which were computed by subtracting the component of local space
average color which is orthogonal to the gray vector from the color of the input pixel.
The last row shows the results when local space average color and the color of the input
pixel were normalized before performing the color correction step.

gray background. Helsons drew the following conclusions from his experiments.
If the stimuli has a higher reflectance than the background, then the stimuli
seems to have the color of the illuminant. If the stimuli has the same reflectance
as the background then the stimuli is achromatic. If the stimuli has a lower
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reflectance than the background then the subject perceives the stimuli as having
the complementary color of the illuminant. The algorithms of Horn [6,7], Land
[2], Moore et al. [25], and Rahman et al. [8] do not show this behavior. If the
fraction between the color of the pixel and local space average color is computed
then the color of the illuminant falls out of the equation and the stimuli will
always appear to be achromatic.

All of the above methods require a normalization step which brings the out-
put to the range [0, 1]. This normalization step can either be performed inde-
pendently for each color band or the normalization can be performed uniformly
across all color bands. In any case, one needs to loop over all pixels of the image.
The algorithm which is described in this contribution does not require such a
normalization step. All of the computations are performed inside the color cube.
Values outside this color cube are clipped to the border of the cube.

In our previous work [32,34] we already discussed in depth the computation
of local space average color using a grid of processing elements. Previously, we
divided the color of the input pixel by the local space average color. This is
exactly the gray world assumption [15,16] applied locally. This algorithm does
not show the behavior described by Helson [39]. In [33] we subtract local space
average color from the color of the input pixel followed by a rescaling operation.
This method also does not correspond to human color perception described by
Helson.

The algorithms described in this contribution performs color correction inside
the unit color cube. The color cube is viewed as an Euclidian space. The color of
the pixel is shifted in a direction perpendicular to the gray vector. The extent of
the color shift is computed using local space average color. The first of the two
algorithms which are described in this contribution shows the same response as
a human observer for similar stimuli as was used in Helson’s experiments.

7 Conclusion

In light of the current transition away from analog cameras towards digital cam-
eras it is now possible to post-process the digital images before development
to achieve accurate reproduction of the scene viewed. Such post-processing can
either be done by the CPU of the camera or by post-processing the images on
external hardware before the images are printed. Accurate color reproduction
is very important for automatic object recognition. However, one of the largest
markets will probably be consumer photography.

We have developed an algorithm for color constancy. The method consists of
two parts: (a) a parallel grid of processing elements which is used to compute
local space average color and (b) a method to estimate the original colors of the
viewed objects. Instead of rescaling the red, green, and blue intensities using the
inverse of local space average color, we shift the color vector into the direction of
the gray vector. The color shift is based on local space average color. Therefore,
the algorithm can also be used in the presence of varying illumination.
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